
Wire - Clean Screens

FLOWMAX Clean Screens  
from Unified®  
High quality, non-blinding screening surfaces made 
from crimped wire.
Flowmax Clean Screens provide accurate screening and sizing, by separating the elongated material 
(slivers) from product where other slotted screens fail. They have a larger percentage of open area 
than square opening woven mesh, providing higher production rates. FLOWMAX Clean Screens can 
be hooked with any edge style to fit all screening equipment, stationary or portable.

Custom manufactured in four basic styles

All styles deliver higher production rates by combining high 
percentages of open area (compared to square opening wire 
mesh) with the added action of vibrating wires. All styles 
are available in oil tempered, Tufflex and stainless steel wire. 
All can be hooked with any edge style to fit all screening 
equipment, stationary or portable.

W - Style Clean Screens 
W - Style have combinations of different wire diameter sizes. 
The different wires vibrate at varying speeds and produce a self 
cleaning surface or a non-blinding, non-plugging screen.

D - Style Clean Screens 
D - Style have wires that vibrate independently of each other.  
D - Style screens will provide a higher production rate in 
moderate screening applications.

H - Style Clean Screens 
H - Style screens also have wires that vibrate independently of 
each other. 
H - Style can be used in lighter screening applications, such as 
top soil and recycling.

T - Style Clean Screens 
T - Style screens are an affordable alternative to high-cost 
piano wire screens. Typically constructed with larger wire 
diameters for greater strength, they are designed with straight 
tension wires in almost any wire size and opening combination. 
Clusters are located to cover screen deck support bars.

Local presence - nationwide resources

You get the best of both worlds. You work with the nearest 
Unified® Screening and Crushing media manufacturer — 

W - Style Clean Screen

D - (Diamond) Style

T - Style



people who know your local materials and operations and people who provide local delivery and 
technical support. You can depend on the combined knowledge base, resources and exceptional 
quality that we offer as a nationwide manufacturer. Most importantly, you get outstanding dedication 
to customer service to help you:

•  Minimize downtime. Massive inventory from locations across the country, including the largest 
ready-to-ship manganese inventory in North America, means that you get the right products 
delivered to your site right when you need them.

•  Optimize production. To help you eliminate production problems we have field experts who know 
every screening, crushing and sizing situation. Whether in the field or on the phone, we’ll be there to 
support your specific screening and crushing needs.

•  Maximize profits. Our nationwide buying clout means you get competitive pricing with lower-cost 
local delivery.

Unified Quality Standards Conform with ISO 9001:2008 Standards

To ensure that the Unified products you order meet the highest quality standards, 
each stage of manufacturing undergoes inspection and verification. The quality 
assurance system at our Minnesota facility is ANSI/ISO 9001:2008 certified, and 
the same quality program is being extended to all facilities in the Unified network. 
From order entry to product shipping, these are defined processes that enable us to 
maintain the highest quality in the industry. All raw materials, for example, are traceable back to the 
source. This data-driven system of continual self-improvement is a major factor in providing products 
and services that exceed your expectations.

For more information, visit unifiedscreening.com, e-mail: sales@unifiedscreening.com or  
call 866-968-3697
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